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INTRODUCTION

A waste package consisting of a container and high-level nuclear waste

is being developed for the permanent disposal of radioactive waste. Yucca

Mountain, Nevada, is being studied as a potential site for the underground

high-level nuclear waste repository. A major consideration for choosing

Yucca Mountain is the presence of zeolite in tertiary ash-flow tufts which

underlies the region. The presence of zeolites could provide geological

barriers to radionuclide migration. The suitability or"the tuffaceous rocks at

Yucca Mountain for the repository is being investigated since the properties

of the environment around a waste site must be well characterized to reliably

predict performance. Flow of groundwater through cracks and pores will

impact the properties of the geological barrier and thus performance.

Information on water distributions in welded tuff is also needed for modeling

studies. Models are being developed to predict the rate of water flow

through porous z_ck and the movement of radioactive material so as to

estimate the potential risk to the human population. Experimental data to

help validate these models are needed.

The results of experiments at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL) 1 to assess the possibility of imaging water in Nevada Test Site welded
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tuff samples showed that nuclear magnetic resonance imaging is not viable.

This leaves neutron tomography and high-frequency electromagnetic

geotomography as possibilities for the practical imaging of distribution and

flow of fluids in rock, including tuff specimens. Water tracers are needed in

electromagnetic tomography techniques since the contrast for detecting

water in cracks of tuff is lower than in granite because of the higher porosity

in tuff. The results of preliminary testing with geotornography by LLNL

indicates relatively low spatial resolution. More sensitive techniques for

detecting water is needed. This paper describes preliminary experiments to

apply pulsed neutrons to image water in a sample of tuff.

Since neutrons have a very large cross section for hydrogen and low

cross section for most other elements, neutron imaging offers an opportunity

to experimentally map, inside objects, fluid distributions and fluid flow of

hydrogenous materials such as water. The experimental data can then be

used to validate theoretical models that predict fluid distribution and flow.

For instances where the fluid is free of hydrogen, tracers can be added to the

fluid to allow imaging. By f_itering neutrons, so as to isolate specific neutron

energies that may be associated with resonances, enhancements in signal to

noise are possible 2 that are well beyond the capability of conventional

neutron tomography that use broad energy spectrums produced by reactors.

The Intense Pulsed Neutron Source at ANL (IPNS) provides a unique

opportunity to develol, a neutron imaging system that can be used to provide

exoerimental data on fluid distribution and flow applicable to the waste

depository problem as well as to other engineering problems.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Preliminary experiments to detect and image water in a cylindrically

shaped tuff specimen using pulsed neutrons have been completed• Fig. 1

shows the arrangement of equipment and sample. The neutron beam that

passes through the IPNS general purpose powder diffractometer (GPPD) was

used. A cylindrical sample (7 cm in diam.) was placed on a stage that can be

rotated or translated by stepping motors programmed with a PC and

triggered by an external logic signal. For every combination of angle and

linear position, a specie'urn of neutron counts vs. energy is acquired and

stored. In these initial experiments, there are three rotational positions for

each of six linear positions (see Fig. I}. The neutrons are detected with a 3He

proportional counter with an opening of about 1 cm. In our experiments, a

mask with an opening of 1-2 mm was placed over the detector. An up stream

monitor is used to normalize the data. Each spectrum is stopped after a fixed

number neutron pulses have been recorded.

The tuff sample {Fig. 2) has a large crack. Water was absorbed into the

sample by dripping it onto the fracture surfaces• High absorption of neutrons

indicated the presence of water. The linear absorption coefficient for water

at 15 mev is about 7 cm -1 while at 85 mev it is about 2 cm -1. The

absorption coefficient for fully dense tuff is estimated to be about 0.37 cm- 1.

The intensity of the transmitted beam through a tuff sample with water can

be estimated from the following expression,
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I = Io e - {[c_wvf LI + [ar{1-Vf}L]} (1)

where Io is the intensity of the incident beam, I the intensity of the through

transmitted beam, aw and al- the linear absorption coefficients for water

and tuff, Vf the volume fraction of the water and L the thickness of the tuff

sample that the neutron beam passes through. For a tuff sample that is 90%

dense, made primarily of SiO2, c_ is about 0.33 cm- 1. For' a 7 cm path

(sample diameter) 10% of the neutrons pass through if no water is present

(rf = 0). If the water volume fraction Vf = 0.005, then I/lo at 15 mev drops

to less than 8%. This change is easily detectable whereas at 85 mev I/Io

drops orfly to about 9.5%, a change which is significantly more difficult to

detect. Since the neutron absorption coefficient of the tuff is essentially

independent of energy in the range 10-I00 mev, and the water coefficient is

dependent on energy in this range, it is clear that by subtracting the data at

85 mev from that of 15 mev the contribution from the tuff wlll drop out

leaving neutron data reflecting only the presence of the water. Tomographic

images made from neutron data can be subtracted, as will be seen below, to

provide a cross sectional image of water in the tuff sample.

Fig. 3a-c shows the tomographic results using a conventional
|

= convolution algorithm 3 for two cnergy windows and their difference. The

data was acqt'._red from 18 spectra (3 rotations, 120 ° apart and 6 linear

positions} and smoothed for representation using a 32x32 pixel array. The

darkest areas represent the highest average absorption coefficient and
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indicate water is present in significant quantities. The area of greatest

concentration of water is near the crack tip as might be expected. The white

or light areas indicate hlgh average levels of porosity (or the gap) relatively

devoid of water. The black and white areas are generally consistent with the

gap and expected moist regions. The greater contrast and sensitivity for 15

mev neutrons over 85 mev is evident by comparing the two images. The

maximum difference in linear absorption coefficient calculated for a voxel in

Fig.3c is about 2 cm -1. This implies, from equation 1, a volume fraction oi'

water of about 0.4, a number that is not unreasonable for the more porous

region of the sample. The lower limit of detection appears to be about 0.01

volume fraction of water as suggested above.

SUMMARY

About 20% of the neutrons penetrated the dry 7 cm diameter tuff

sample. This Is sufficient transmission to carry out neutron imaging with

samples of significant size. Water In the tuff sample could be detected easily

and imaged, though initial experiments provide extremely coarse resolution.
1

Carrying out neutron Imaging at different energies allows significant

enhancement in ability to detect and image small quantities of water in the

tuff material. An optimum window in the transmission spectrum has been

identified (15 mev). Reconstruction of images for a limited number of voxels

can be carried out using a conventional convolution algorithm. Taking the

difference of images at two energies (15 and 85 mev) enhances the final

image.
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Fig.l. Arrangement of equipment and sample. The neutron beam that
passes through the IPNS general purpose powder diffractometer
(GPPD). A cylindrical sample (7 cm in diam.) was placed on a stage
that can be rotated oi' translated by stepping motors programmed
with a PC and triggered by an external logic signal. For every
combination of angle and linear position, a spectrum of neutron
counts vs. energy is acquired and stored.
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Fig.2. Schematic representation of cross section of the tuff sample used for
this study.
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: Fig. 3a-c. Energy dependent neutron imaging results using a conventio_
convolution algorithm. Two energy windows (a and b) and their
difference (c) are shown. The data were acquired from 18 spectra
(3 rotations and 6 linear positions of the cylinder) and smoothed
for representation using a 32x32 pixel array. The darkest areas
represent the highest average absorption coefficient and h_dicate
water is present in significant quantities.






